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About gambling with national security, terrorism, and military readiness
This book details authoritative source materials and accompanying historical commentaries
documenting the impacts of gambling on U.S. And international security issues, including terrorism
issues and military readiness concerns. U.S. Presidential correspondence, as well as U.S. Congressional
hearings and statements, are printed in this volume- some for the first time- including the pivotal
communiqués which led to the enactment of the 1996 U.S. Gambling Commission, the 2006 Unlawful
Internet Gambling Enforcement Act (UIGEA), and various laws impacting American Indians.

Reprinted items include  insights on the overall negative socioeconomic impacts of
legalized gambling. Highlighted is the definitive study on increased crime caused by gambling, which
was authored by  and  (and originally published by  and

). Also reproduced are testimonies by well-known officials of the National Coalition Against
Legalized Gambling (NCALG), including  on socioeconomic issues and  on
consumer protection issues and corruption. Analyses of gambling issues cross the spectrum from the
Department of Homeland Security, the Department of Defense, and military personnel - to the Citizens
Equal Rights Alliance (CERA), Stop Predatory Gambling (SPG), and One Nation United (ONU).
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